University of Manchester, that my attention was drawn to the uncatalogued Greek papyri in the John Rylands Library. Together with my fellow countryman, the Rev. J. Julius Scott, I made an examination of this collection, concentrating on those items in uncial script and those which had possible interest for students of ancient literature in general and the literature of the JudeoChristian religious tradition in particular. In the entire collection, which I would estimate contains well over one thousand pieces (exclusive of mere scraps), we found only one fragment which clearly comes from a codex and very few others that could be said to have been written in a literary hand. The bulk of the collection consists of non-literary, mostly Byzantine, materials (letters, lists, deeds, contracts, petitions, etc.).
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THE JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY edited below are not necessarily its best representatives, either in terms of state of preservation or of date and content.
We should like to take this opportunity of thanking for their helpful suggestions Mr. C. H. Roberts (Oxford University Press), Mr. T. C. Skeat (British Museum), Professor G. Zuntz and Mr. J. H. Harrop (University of Manchester), Dr. John Rea (Oxford University), and Mr. John Shelton (Stanford University). Nevertheless, we must assume full responsibility for the way in which their observations have been incorporated into the finished product. More than a word of thanks also is due to Dr. F. Taylor, Keeper of Manuscripts at the John Rylands Library, and to his staff, for assistance and encouragement.
No indications have been preserved as to the circumstances of discovery or the particular location in Egypt from which any of the following papyri come. In the index below I have noted where each piece is to be found in the collection of " Rylands Papyri: Greek, Additional ", according to the number of the large Box (Roman numerals), the sub-grouping of folders (if any) within each Box, and the designation of the particular folder (by letter or number) or piece (only in Box I, by number) within the sub-group: 1. PSALM XIX. 7-8 LXX (=20: 6-7) 4 x 7 cm. 3rd/5th cent This is the only strictly biblical piece to be identified in the entire collection. It does not come from a codex. There is an almost illegible, single line of cursive writing on the reverse side of the fragment, but it is apparently by a different hand and of later date. Both the Psalm and the line on the reverse are written along the fibres of the papyrus. In quality, the papyrus itself is rather rough and thick. The ink appears to be very dark brown or black.
The Psalm is written stichometrically in a " rather formless uncial without any pronounced characteristics ", which might conceivably date from the third century or even earlier, but which more probably comes from the fourth or even fifth century.1 There are no obvious ligatures, although it appears that in line 5 an original OYTQ has been corrected to OYTOI, thus giving the impression of a ligatured 01. Similarly, in line 4 the letter / has been corrected to an C. There is no punctuation or word division.
For purposes of Greek Old Testament textual criticism, the scrap is insignificant (see the notes). It has been collated with the materials in the Gottingen edition of Psalms (ed. A. Rahlfs, 1931) , the shorter Cambridge Septuagint (ed. H. B. Swete, 1907) , and the great Oxford edition of Holmes and Parsons (vol. 3, 1823) . The common orthographical confusions of E: AI and /: El occur (lines 3-4). In lines 1 and 6, some difficulties arise when one attempts to fill the lacunae: since the maximum length of lines 3-5 seems to be 34 letters, and since the final word (A YTON) of the stichos beginning on line 1 is carried over to line 2, we would expect line 1 to contain at least thirty-three to thirty-four letters. It would, in fact, have thirty-three letters if the words KYPIOC and XPICTON were spelled out in full. Nevertheless, in a fourth/fifth century Christian text, it would be very unusual not to find these nomina sacra abbreviated to KC and XN (XPN) respectively.2 Similarly, in line 6 we would expect to find KYPIOC 060Y abbreviated to ItC 6Y if the usual Greek text is followed there. Such abbreviation in line 6 would, in fact, provide the expected thirty-three letters. Thus we are faced with several possibilities: (1) the normal Greek text and the expected Christian abbreviations occurred in both places, but the writing in line 1 was much more spread out than elsewhere, and contained only twenty-four letters ; (2) the abbreviations occurred in neither line, and line 6 was slightly longer than normal or was divided differently from the transcription given herein; (3) the abbreviations were used in line 6 but not in line 1 ; (4) the text of lines 1 and/or of line 6 differed slightly from the normal Greek Psalm text. It would also be possible to argue that the fragment comes from a Jewish, and not a Christian, roll in which the tetragrammaton in line 1 (and 6, if 6e6s were lacking) was spelled out either in Greek (77/777) or in Hebrew (nirr)characters,1 but the only tangible support for such a hypothesis is the fact that the papyrus is not from a codex, and may be third century or earlier.
It is not impossible that the fragment comes from a Jewish, or a Christian, Psalm scroll (containing part or all of the canonical Psalms). More probably, however, it represents an independent page on which the Psalm (or more than one Psalm) was written (for liturgical purposes ?), or perhaps is a piece of an amulet.2 
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The relative coarseness of the papyrus does not suggest an extensive roll. A rough idea of the variety of ways in which Psalm passages have been used in the third to seventh centuries may be obtained from an examination of the fragments from the Vienna collection published by P. Sanz i1 his numbers 5, 11, (18), 19, 20, and 23 represent amulets ; number 14 seems to have been used liturgically (in private worship ?); and number 24 employs a Psalm in what seems to be a school exercise. The stichometric arrangement used in our papyrus can easily be paralleled in other biblical papyri (not only from Psalms), although most of the other examples come from codices, not from rolls or individual sheets or amulets (of course, the quantity of codex fragments available for comparison is far greater !). P. Ox. 2386 (4th cent., Rahlfs' no. 2070) is a Psalm roll in which the text is not arranged stichometrically, but each new stichos is clearly marked by a sign in the continuous text. The Vienna collection mentioned above includes an amulet written stichometrically on both sides of a parchment leaf (P. Gr. Vind. 3080, 6th cent.). But the closest parallel I have yet found to our papyrus is P. Lit. Lond. 207 (3rd/4th cent.), which is a page on which Psalms 11-14 are written in two columns.2 A later hand has used the verso to write out what appear to be reading lessons, and it may be that the Psalm portion also was used for this purpose the syllables of Psalms xi-xiii are marked out with supralinear dots. In any event, the Psalms are written as in the present fragment, stichometrically with the final word or words from excessively long lines indented on the following line. But the Rylands fragment clearly was not written by the same hand as P. Lit. Lond. 207, and there is no reason to suppose that it was not primarily intended for religious use. The beginnings of twelve (13) lines from the lower left hand portion of a small roll are preserved in this fragment. The initial letter of each new section of the text (lines 1, 5, 8, 11) is exaggerated and set out into the left margin. This margin also contains other markings further to the left. The text is written in black ink in a bold, sloping unical with frequent ligatures (especially between T and the succeeding letter ; also AP and J/[?]). In line 3, the shorthand /C = KO.I is possible (but see below), and the usual abbreviations for deos and Trvevpa occur in line 12. The orthography leaves much to be desired if the text has been edited correctly in lines 2, 3, 7, and 12.1 There is no evidence of punctuation or of word division, although a mysterious heavy black dot appears over some of the letters in lines 6-9 and inside the C of ©C in line 12 ; this mark does not seem to indicate corrections.
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The text is written across the fibres of the papyrus, but there is no clear evidence that the reverse side of the piece had ever contained any extensive writing. Traces of ink do appear on the reverse, but close examination reveals that they are mostly " mirror writing " that has been transferred by blotting from the text of the papyrus itself under the combined influence of moisture and pressure on the rolled up or folded page. The same process also has produced " mirror writing " in the lower margin of the fragment, giving the impression that there are two more lines after line 13. In fact, however, these blots on both sides of the papyrus blots which can be deciphered, to some degree, with the help of a mirror show clearly that line 13 was the final line in the column, and that the papyrus had been rolled up or folded from the bottom. It is no longer possible to determine how many lines originally preceded the preserved text. Possibly the reverse side once contained some brief indication of the roll's contents, but the few remaining markings there (other than the " mirror writing ") are extremely difficult to decipher.2
The original purpose of this little roll is not immediately obvious. That it was not part of a larger work (a liturgy or liturgical handbook) is obvious from the way in which the page had been rolled up as well as from the non-literary character of the writing. The personal emphases in the context of petition (*' wash me ... cleanse me ... make me hear . . .", etc.) suggest an amulet3 or a prayer used in personal worship private liturgy, so to speak. Considering the way in which the text is divided into stanzas, a hymn would not be entirely out of the question perhaps the heavy black dots referred to above can be explained in this context, although they do not seem to follow a consistent pattern. If the text ever had an " official " role in Christian worship, it might have been as one of the private prayers which the priest would offer up for himself in the sanctuary before praying publicly for the entire congregation, or in connection with the administration of the sacraments, or the evening prayers for forgiveness.1 Whether a priest would be likely to have such prayers written out separately in this manner, must be left for those more familiar with early Byzantine liturgy to decide. Most probably the fragment comes from a personal prayer-amulet.
The main portion of the preserved text (lines 5ff.) contains a quotation from the old Greek version of Psalm 1. 10-12 (Heb., li. 8-10). Lines 3-4 also are strongly reminiscent of parts of that Psalm, especially verses 4 and 9, but are not in verbatim agreement with any known text form of the Psalm : It is striking that this variant form has some close phonetic similarities to certain enigmatic portions of lines 2-3 of the fragment. If we assume that the relatively unlettered transcriber of the fragment was vaguely familiar with the phraseology of Psalm 1. 9 in this upper Egyptian form, it would not be a difficult move for him to turn rov £vXov (or ra> £vXto ?) into his doxological (?) AQEQAQ .... In line 3, he seems to have been at a loss to know what to do with the IE (from e£ avrov ?) there is some possibility that he paused after writing it. Furthermore, on this hypothesis it is possible to fill out line 1 , with due attention to the few strokes which remain and to the expected line length, as follows (correcting the confusion in line 2) :
Lines 3-4 can be filled out in a number of ways, although the IE (?) is easiest to deal with if it is read as a shorthand /cat (see the notes, below), The Psalm quotation proper is introduced by the marginal symbol «-{-, and the same symbol, with a more elongated horizontal stroke to the right, seems to stand at the conclusion of the roll. The first occurrence may represent the word j/faAjLto?, or may simply be the mark which frequently appears in papyri for various purposes (for a paragraph sign, to indicate the beginning and end of material of diverse nature or by a different hand, etc.). Notice, for example, the table of lections (6th/ 7th cent.), published by H. J. M. Milne,1 in which the cross mark is used to ) 2. The sprawling letter S is relatively sure, and seems to be followed by Y. What comes immediately before it is not so clear probably Q but possibly 0. On the far right, well below the line, is the lower portion of a vertical stroke which hooks roundly to the left; no obvious explanation has suggested itself, unless it is another S. Possibly the transcriber of the fragment intended to write some form of the root So^oAoyetv here So^oAoyotyicu, SofoAoydvro?, So^oAoyt'o. ? The letter A is quite positive, although he may have meant it as a T (see above, TOV £v\ov).
3. Probably read irXvveis /J-e. The letter or letters that follow might possibly designate an abbreviated xaL (/Q, but the form is not very similar to other occurrences of K in the fragment; more probably they are the letters IS (= e£ ?). Before the fragment breaks at the end of this line, there is an empty space the width of a letter followed by a slight trace of ink at the break. This suggests that the line continued, as suggested above (e'£ avrov) or perhaps with the words avopias pov (Ps. 1. 4) ; if in fact an abbreviated xaL was intended, the line might have read rrXvvels /xe /cat XevKavdrjaopai (cf. Ps. 1. 9b).
4. KAQAICON seems to have been miswritten for Ka6dpi,aov. Perhaps the line originally read, to complete the couplet, Kaddpiaov /ne O.TTO rfjs a^apriag /*ow(cf. Ps. 1.4b).
5. In the far left margin between lines 4 and 5 occurs the cross sign which is discussed above. Then comes an enlarged A which extends into the margin by the width of three to four average letters. The most significant variations to Greek OT texts of this line are : poi for /ue in several " Lucianic " MSS. and the corrector of Hesychius' commentary (cf. Rahlfs) ; ayaAAiatreoj? in Rahlfs' MS. 2013.
6. It is improbable that any letter was written between efypoavvrj and aya-, although the papyrus is badly torn here. There is hardly room for ~HN, but -HI (or perhaps -HC) is barely possible. A heavy black dot has been written above the H. Most Greek OT MSS. read evfooavvyv here, although ~r)s is found in Rahlfs' 2013, and -fl in three cursives in Holmes-Parsons. ayaAAiaaerai is read by a few " Lucianic " MSS. and the Hesychius corrector, and KO.L is placed after ev(f>pocnjvT]v in six Holmes-Parsons cursives (cf. also Augustine and the Vulgate). The spelling oarea occurs in some witnesses.
7. The first nine letters are clear, with black dots over the TH. 9. There seems to be a superlinear black dot between the first two letters of afjiapncav, and a light vertical stroke over the N in TWV.
11. To the left of the initial K is what appears to be the letter 6 (= [1]9 ?). The vertical stroke of the marginal -K extends from lines 10-12. It is not clear whether the papyrus has KAPAI or KAPTI (probably a ligatured AI with a high stroke). __ 12. There is a black dot in the C of @C (or is it ©£?). After 0«fe, Greek OT MSS.
read KO.I Trvevfia evOes ey/caiVicrov ev rots eyKarois pov, but clearly this was not found in lines 11-12. After TTv(ev/j.)a (or is it TTv(evfi)a(Ti), or perhaps m>(€Vfi)an ?) the papyrus does not seem to read the expected EY&EIC (evQes).
None of these letters is entirely legible ; there seems to be traces of EM (or EN) before the papyrus breaks off, preceded by Y or H or TI and another letter did the transcriber write 7rv(eu/z)a(Ti) rj-yepoviKco (or evy-t or uy-) arfipiaov p.e (Ps. 1. 14)?
13. The most likely reading is ON ME, although EN ME is not impossible. Several possibilities suggest themselves for filling out the end of line 12 : ar^purov /ie (see to line 12), ey/caiviaov /ze (or ev //.e), eXerjcrov pe (cf. Ps. 1.3), or even Kaddpiaov /AC (again). There follows a cross mark (the vertical stroke is barely visible) with its horizontal stroke continuing to the right beyond where the papyrus breaks off. The document is written in black ink along the fibres of a light brown papyrus sheet in a semi-unical hand. The dating formula closely resembles those from the time of Maurikos, Phokas, and Heraklios (582-641) indeed, such formulas came into use under Maurikos and the indentification of the sixth year of consulship with the twelfth indiction points strongly to the year 608/609, the sixth year of Phokas' consulship.1 Alternatively, it might come from c. 593/94, under Maurikos (who was named consul several times), or from slightly later, under the reign of Heraklios and his son (the sixth year would be c. 617/618 ; but the 12th indiction c. 623/24). In fact, the only other occurrence of axpavros that we have been able to find in such a dating formula comes from the year 614, under Heraklios.2 This adjective also occasionally is used of the trinity in documents from the sixth century.1 
-f-cv ovo^ari T-ns dxpdvrov /cat
Except for diereses in lines 2, 5, and 6, and what may be a rough breathing over the first letter in line 2, the punctuation, accents and breathings, and resolution of abbreviations have been supplied.
Read wren-etas.
4. Unfortunately, the line becomes illegible after the letters AE. Portions of three or four additional letters appear before the papyrus breaks off, just short of the expected margin. If, as we might expect, an abbreviated form of 8eair6rov (AECU, AEIIOY, AETOY) occurred, there could have been room for a name such as <Pa>Kd in the suspended form &Q which is well attested elsewhere. Indeed, if the left part of line 5, which now appears to be blank, originally contained writing (see also to line 6), an abbreviated name such as 0Xaoviov 'HpaKXclov might even be conjectured.
5. What we have read as the symbol for erovs has the rounded form of a C.and might indeed be the final letter of the fully spelled word erovs. But there is no evidence of writing to the left of this letter, and the papyrus is preserved for the space of four to five letters in that direction. Thus the line may have been indented, or there could have been a long space left between the end of the ruler's abbreviated name at the start of the line (two letters could have been accommodated in the missing portion of line 5 at the left) and the beginning of the dating formula proper. After the symbol (or word) for " year " comes the uncial digamma ( = 6). The uncial number IZ (= 17) is clear, and IB (= 12) is probable, although at first glance the mutilated B looks like another Z.
6. Immediately below the the first clear letters of line 5 are the letters IOC. As in line 5, the papyrus is preserved for the space of about four letters to the left, but the only evidence of writing is a short, low hook before the IOC, resembling the lower part of a C or the right foot of a A or A. If there originally had been writing to the left, perhaps a name such as AvpiXios appeared. The letters of the name COYNTQOYTOC (genitive of COUVTCOOU?) are clear; one might be tempted to read the Q as B, but it is not the same type of B as is found in lines 4 and 5. The nearest thing to this spelling in Preisigke's Namenbuch (1922) is the form COVTWOVS (see also COVTCOVS and Cowevs).
7. Perhaps a careful handling of the actual fragment, which becomes quite frayed at this point, could recover more of lines 7-9. A name such as 'Owaxfrpis may have begun line 7. After the letters MH, the lower part of a letter is preserved, but it more closely resembles a & than the expected T of piJTpos. The top stroke of the final letter in the line is elongated to the right for the remainder of the line (about six spaces).
8. The tops of approximately four letters are preserved before NAC (probably the last part of a personal name).
9. The remnants of three or four mutilated letters precede NOMOY.
HERAKLAS TO HOROS AND TACHONIS.
12-6x13-4 cm. Turn of the era This letter from a husband to his wife (?) and son seems to have been written while Heraklas was on military duty. The writer expresses concern for the recipients, and especially for his son (was there a potential military threat to them ? was the son ill ?), and gives instructions on how to deal with a financial crisis that has arisen (lines 7 ff.). Unfortunately, the last six lines are too fragmentary to reconstruct the situation with confidence. It is clear that it pertains somehow to a fuller and to weavers (lines 12-14).
The papyrus is relatively well preserved, with the upper and right margins intact. The only significant damage is to the lower left corner, where approximately one-third (11-13 letters) of each of the last six lines is lacking including, unfortunately, the first part of the'dating line. The letter is written along the fibres in a bold, upright semi-cursive hand with frequent uncial characteristics. On the basis of paleography (C. H. Roberts) and the simplicity of the dating formula, the letter would seem to come from the time of Augustus (27 B.C.E. 14 C.E.). It had been rolled up from right to left, with the writing to the inside, and on the back of the roll using the left margin as a base line was written the address, probably ** [Heraklas, to Tachonis] and to Horos his son" (see line 1). There is no indication whence Heraklas was writing, or where the recipients lived. 
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UroXXdri TO is eaots1 Adyotj. elirov emu,- Punctuation, accents and breathings, and iota subscripts are supplied. 2. Read vyialveiv. Perhaps the writer intended to say prj dywvia nepl r^iiuv (" Don't worry about us "), or he meant what is more normally expressed by dycovtto irepi vpwv (" I am concerned/anxious about you ", see lines 6-7). It seems almost as awkward to read p-f as the subject of the preceding infinitive as to leave the wording as its stands, ungrammatical and verbless. In later Greek /*e could stand for p-erd, but this is also awkward, as well as unlikely, here. The reading eVei arparevo^Qa (" since we embarked ") seems preferable to the compound verbal form emaT/oareuo/Liefla (" we are advancing ") 14. A small, brittle piece which has subsequently broken off from the left side contained what seems to have been the same " drachmae " symbol (< ) as that found at the end of the previous line. Punctuation in this fragmentary section is, of course, difficult the x<*-Plv could go with what precedes, although in the papyri it often does not.
room for more than the simplest of names or titles, unless abbreviations were employed. There might possibly be room for the abbreviated epp(w<ro) also. The spelling x°^aK is more normal.
Translation
Heraklas to Horos and Tachonis : Greetings and good health! I am anxious about you. Since we took up our duties, we have spent eight days aboard ship. As the gods will, we will be aboard ship three more days. Watch over the child like you would over an oil lamp, for I am anxious about you. If Apollo's representative should come to you concerning the balance, inform him that it is coming speedily by (the hand of) Ptollas as I promised (or perhaps, " with my accounts "). I said (that) I have looked into (the matter). .. sufficient... to give to the fuller concerning (or, " about "). .. at the least. I know of the weaver's 4 drachmae ... 20 drachmae of the other weaver for the sake of... and indicate that I am coming as quickly as possible.
[Farewell. The x year of Caesar] Augustus, Choiak 13 ( = December 9).
BESARION TO DIONYSIOS 26-7x10-5 cm.
3rd/4th cent.
Besarion makes an accounting to his " lord and patron " Dionysios, who apparently is a man with extensive landholdings, concerning various domestic affairs relating to the estates under Besarion's care. The villages of Plelo and Lile in lines 7 and 16 are located, respectively, in the " middle " (/aeVr?) toparchy and in the dTTTjAiaJ-n?? toparchy of the Oxyrhynchite nome (see P.Ox. 1285, 111 and 92). The exact situation in which Besarion finds himself is difficult to reconstruct from the somewhat cryptic allusions contained in the letter. Apparently he had responded to an earlier letter from Dionysios, but failed to receive further instructions from Dionysios as he expected (lines 5-10). He also tries to explain why he did not appear in person before Dionysios (lines 10-11). Thereupon Besarion refers to certain payments he has sent in terms which suggest that he is leasing the cattle and lands of which he speaks from Dionysios. As early as the third century C.E., the (/>6pos TTpopdrcw (lines 15-16) had come to indicate income from the flocks of sheep and herds of goats which were leased to their tenants by the great landholders. 1 The cash rent referred to in lines 16-17 (dpyvpiKos </>6pos) would probably be for the lands themselves.2 Lines 1 8-20 suggest that Besarion's fields produced material for the weaving trade. The issues alluded to in lines 21-25 are not clear. The opening and closing formulas (lines 1 -3, 26-27) can be paralleled widely in Christian letters from the third to the fifth centuries. 3 The papyrus itself is relatively well preserved, with all margins intact (unless some slight loss has occurred at the right). The writing is in a bold, nearly upright, irregular semi-cursive hand with frequent ligatures, and extends along the fibres. 26f. Line 26 is indented the space of three or four letters, while the last line is indented three more spaces in relation to line 26.
Translation
To my lord patron Dionysios, (from) Besarion. Many greetings in God. I wrote you by means of Didymos about the disposition of the lands, with reference to which you wrote me concerning the stipulated amounts for those at Plelo (?), and you did not reply to me concerning them. If anything occurs to you (to say), write me concerning them. And for this very reason I did not have time to come to you, since I am buying seed. I sent by means of my brother Symeon [[who is also fortunate (?)]] 331 talents of silver. Of these, 68 were rent for the sheep at Lile, and the remaining 263 talents (?) were land-rent (literally, " rent in silver "). And send me him who is to inspect the hemp, for I have it ready. And I sent by means of the same one (Symeon) four small palm-wood dishes (?). But the carpenters made nothing but a single water wheel (or perhaps, " did not make a single "). Panefrese (?) and Pasoeris made it by themselves.
Farewell; may you live many years.
6. LETTER 9-2x8-2 cm. 3rd cent.
This fragment preserves most of the lower thirteen lines of a letter written in an upright semi-cursive (with frequent ligatures) along the fibres of the papyrus. The left, bottom, and right (? see below) margins are virtually intact. It is possible that the very fragmentary first line, which is indented slightly, was the initial line of the letter. No indication has been preserved of who wrote the letter, where it was sent from, to whom it was sent, etc. Nor is there any evidence of a dating formula at the end. Both the idiom (e.g. TravoiKeata, line 14) and the script suggest a third-century date.
The main content concerns some sort of transaction that was in the process of being completed. The author advises his recipient how much money is available, what arrangements are to be made, etc., but the precise details are not clear possibly grain is involved (lines 7 and 9). Finally, he asks to be kept informed about the results (lines 8-10), and explains that a family problem will keep him from joining his recipient as he had previously planned.
On the reverse side, written up-side down in relation to the letter (thus, against the fibres), are five lines of virtually illegible writing which seem to have extended beyond, or at least up to the very edge on the right (which is also the letter's right margin). The lower half of this reverse side is blank, which encourages the belief that it was written after the letter; if so, the right margin of the letter originally may have been somewhat wider. There is no reason to believe that both sides were inscribed by the same hand, although the badly preserved state of the reverse side admittedly makes this difficult to determine. Among the relatively formless uncials, the A is quite cursive and is even linked to the B ; the A is made up of three separate strokes of which the left is vertical, perpendicular to the line of writing, while the other two intersect at a right angle to form what looks like an isosceles right triangle with the left stroke as hypotenuse ; the E tends towards the large cursive type.
